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(One) of my motivations: Unfair or unjust?

(Sweeney, 2013)



How to encourage such questioning?



Tracing algorithmic bias

Research field: Fairness in 
Machine Learning 
(FAT/ML, FAT*, FAccT)

Ø Remove bias from 
data, classifications, 
models, ontologies

Ø “Debiasing” enacts 
implicit, normative 
decisions

DECONSTRUCTION

Which implicit 
assumptions, values and 
norms do researchers in 
FAT mobilize as part of 
their onto-epistemic

practices? 



Relevant for CyCAT?
“We inform and educate people about algorithmic bias and collaborate with 
researchers around the world.”
“ … understanding the nature and impact of human biases in information systems, and 
develops tools, techniques and trainings to promote algorithmic transparency and 
media-related algorithmic literacy.”

“Chicago Face Database … is a free 
resource consisting of 597 high-
resolution, standardized images of 
diverse individuals, between the ages of 
18 and 40 years. The dataset is 
balanced for gender and race, as 
detailed in Table 2.

Three researchers independently 
inspected the full set of output tags, 
grouping them by related concepts. The 
researchers met regularly to discuss the 
emerging themes, until a consensus 
was reached.

(Kyriakou et al., 2019)



Mind scripting

…. is a collective method of deconstruction that 
aims at making visible the implicit assumptions, 
norms and values in social practices

… is based in theories of discourse, ideology, 
memory and affect 

… works with written memories of a 
participating group

(Allhutter, 2010, 2012, Allhutter & Hoffmann, 2010)



Why are memories a valuable 
analytical resource?

• Memories are not a direct representation of the past. 
They are dynamic and emerge with our perceptions, 
they are selective and constantly being reworked. 
Memories show how we attribute meaning to people, 
things, events, concepts, practices.... 

• Memories do not only reflect individual meaning 
construction, but also collectively shared construction. 

→ Memories can tell us something about how we are 
entangled in societal relations.



Thanks to our participants!
Debiasing and Discrimination-Awareness 
in Machine Learning: Exploring Implicit 
Assumptions and Context
Workshop, KU Leuven, Oct. 2018

Deconstructing FAT
Workshop at FAT*2020 / Critiquing and 
Rethinking Accountability, Fairness and 
Transparency (CRAFT) track,
Barcelona, Jan. 2020
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• Michale Veale, UCL
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• Doris Allhutter, Austrian Academy of 
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• Ethan Cowan, Harvard Data Science 
Initiative

• Michael Ekstrand, Boise State University
• Severin Engelmann, TU Munich
• Kristian Lum, Human Rights Data Analysis 

Group (HRDAG)
• Claudia Müller-Birn, Free University Berlin
• Mykola Pechenizkiy, Eindhoven University 

of Technology
• Salvatore Ruggieri, University of Pisa
• Robyn Speer, Luminoso



Procedure
1. (DA) Individual interviews with all 

participants
2. (DA & BB) distill a lead question / title that 

should be interesting to all and feasible for all
3. (All / individually) Homework: Write a text 

entitled
– “When she/he/they operationalised

discrimination”
– “When they/he/she negotiated/operationalized 

a fairness goal” or “When they/he/she 
discussed a fairness goal”

4. (DA & BB) Rank texts by perceived usefulness 
for deconstruction

5. (All / as a group) Using question list, discuss 
individual texts in turn

6. (DA & BB & …) Write up results
7. (All) apply lessons learned in their own work



Key questions
• How does the author appear in the memory? How does s_he present 

her_himself? Which actions, interests and emotions are mentioned in the 
text?

• Which other people exist in the text and how are they presented (actions, 
interests, emotions)?

• What linguistic features occur in the text? (e.g. use of attributes, sentence 
structure, incomplete sentences, metaphors, repetitions etc.)

• Which causalities can be found in the text? Which assumptions are they 
based on? How are they made to seem self-evident even if they may not 
be?

• Which clichés or figures are used? What do they express?
• Are there any omissions, blind spots or interruptions in the text? (e.g. an 

aspect is described as very important, but then not further elaborated)
• Are there any breaks in logic or in writing style? Are there any 

contradictions in the text?



Results (1) – a recurring theme
“The Accuracy-Fairness Trade-Off”
When algorithmic systems incorporate fairness-constraints 
and, thus, tend less to generate discriminatory results, the 

system loses in accuracy.

‘She further explained that controlling for discrimination in 
predictive models comes at a price of accuracy, that is, 
accuracy goes down if we want to remove biases. They could 
not understand this. They said – if we think that biases are 
unjustified, that they are resulting from artefacts in data, 
shouldn’t removing discrimination improve accuracy?’

(computer scientist explaining algorithmic discrimination 
to legal and social scientists)



Results (2) – does this make sense?
„Ground Truth“ or: Can a prediction be 

accurate when it is discriminatory?
‘There's biases relative to the real world ground truth. 
And then there’s difference to the ideal world ground 
truth. So, … discrimination has real world effects on 
people's ability to perform in jobs for instance. So, it 
might be true that if you hire a black person to serve 
racist customers, they will sell less stuff. So, it's true that if 
your model is predicting sales volume, then it might be 
accurate in that sense. But, it's not accurate to an ideal 
world in which the customers are not racist’.

(computers scientist in mind scripting process)



Results (3) – unearthing underlying framings and 
configurations

Implicit norms of the “Accuracy-Fairness Trade-Off“

The construction of a causal relationship between 
predicitve accuracy and non-discrimination 

Ø is based on the assumption that predicitve accuracy 
is a general, objective concept, while ‚fairness‘ 
(implementing non-discrimination) is normative

Ø reproduces an opposition between epistemic and 
societal values

Ø re-enacts a perspective of privilege



But what can we do?
(Solutionism rearing its head)

Issues, ideas, ways forward



We are constrained by familiar 
concepts in familiar methods

The familiar representation of 
the “accuracy-fairness tradeoff” 
suggests that the optimisation
problem is under-determined, 
and that we have to choose 
according to some value 
ranking.
As the arguments above show, 
this is an incomplete model.
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Modified concepts for familiar 
methods – ex. for a related “tradeoff”

Tradeoff in a data-science sense
(guiding Q: how well does the 
data allow us to model the 
past?)
Tradeoff in an application-
centric and legal sense 
(guiding Q: how well does the 
data support the application 
goal, in a data-minimising
sense?)
Tradeoff for other stakeholders
(guiding Q: aggregate also taking 
into account other utilities/dis-
utilities , e.g. of data subjects)
è New optimisation problem
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Modified concepts for familiar 
methods – ex. for a related “tradeoff”

Tradeoff in a data-science sense
(guiding Q: how well does the 
data allow us to model the 
past?)
Tradeoff in an application-
centric and legal sense 
(guiding Q: how well does the 
data support the application 
goal, in a data-minimising
sense?)
Tradeoff for other stakeholders
(guiding Q: aggregate also taking 
into account other utilities/dis-
utilities , e.g. of data subjects)
è New optimisation problem !
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Modified/new concepts, new methods

Concepts  which uphold “Imagined 
Objectivity”

because they locate the source of 
the problem in individuals or 
technical systems

Intersectional feminist concepts which 
strengthen real objectivity

because they acknowledge structural 
power differentials and work towards 
dismantling them

Ethics Justice

Bias Oppression

Fairness Equity

Accountability Co-liberation

Transparency Reflexivity

Understanding algorithms Understanding history, culture, and context

(D’Ignazio & Klein, 2020)



What about representation?
Or: do you notice anything in the picture?

PS: This is me, 
So I’m allowed to 

ask this ;-)



Who’s missing at the table?

And how does “the table” affect this?



Good examples: science events with higher-than usual 
representation of people at the receiving end of 

unfairness



A personal summary: 
What have I taken from this?

• Mind scripting
– Collective close-reading of participants’ memories
– Aimed at making visible the implicit assumptions, 

norms and values in social practices
– Theory-based

• Mainly indirect effects, but these are strong
• Use in (?) / effects on (!) teaching
• Use in (?) / effects on (!) research



Relevant for CyCAT? - revisited
“We inform and educate people about algorithmic bias and collaborate with 
researchers around the world.”
“ … understanding the nature and impact of human biases in information systems, and 
develops tools, techniques and trainings to promote algorithmic transparency and 
media-related algorithmic literacy.”

* Author(s)?
* Actions, 
interests, 
emotions?
* Other 
people?
* Clichés or 
figures?
* Omissions, 
blind spots?

“Chicago Face Database … is a free 
resource consisting of 597 high-
resolution, standardized images of 
diverse individuals, between the ages of 
18 and 40 years. The dataset is 
balanced for gender and race, as 
detailed in Table 2.

Three researchers independently 
inspected the full set of output tags, 
grouping them by related concepts. The 
researchers met regularly to discuss the 
emerging themes, until a consensus 
was reached.

(Kyriakou et al., 2019)



Is that where we stand?
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Picture and slide credits
• Thanks to Doris Allhutter for slides 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13
• p. 2: http://latanyasweeney.org/index.html
• P. 21: https://nobias-project.eu
• P. 22: 

https://www.bundesbank.de/resource/image/827760/ratio
16x9/518/291/fa54a4f32750cc24071ff77f9223dd8a/nb/zQ
/hinweis-coronavirus.jpg

• p. 23: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=hEThGT-
_5ho , https://www.lorentzcenter.nl/intersectionality-and-
algorithmic-discrimination-intersecting-disciplinary-
perspectives.html
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